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Dear Readers,

Welcome to the Spring Newsletter, shining out once more in 
a time of lockdown. Thank you, all you dear contributors. It 
is a privilege to gather your contributions, and so good to 
know you are out there! The halt of our outer work doesn’t 
stop creativity, and it can feel at times that the eurythmy we 
do is more potent than ever!

On behalf of the Council, Michael Mehta sketches a sobering 
picture of our work in Britain. This issue also brings us the 
second instalment of research into the eurythmy inspiration 
in Michael Chekhov’s work. We have colourful recollections 
of Barbara Beedham and Jean Lynch. Alan Stott offers us 
musical insights and glimpses of his work. I think you will be 
heartened to read a professional assessment of the value of 
eurythmy for children with learning difficulties, and further 
observations from Rebecca Paten of eurythmy in care work. 
Hilary Stobbs announces her long-awaited new collection of 
poems Caught on the Inbreath. Hilary has contributed many 
lovely and useful poems to our page of Poetry with Eurythmy 
in Mind, gifts for teaching! So we wish her well with the new 
collection.

Perhaps new projects or ways of working will come out of 
this difficult time?

Colleagues describe waking each morning with the 
determination not to be bowed down by the pandemic, to 
use time creatively, and to work together more consciously 
than ever, despite separation.

May it be a fruitful year!

Elisabeth
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Over the last four years the Newsletter has painted an 
inspiring picture of eurythmists in Britain and Ireland 
exploring and researching new areas of activity. We 
have heard reports from individuals and groups sharing 
their research on new areas of eurythmy: working with 
animals, being inspired by nature spirits, how best to 
address the challenges of technology, to name but a few. 
Likewise insights from eurythmists and our colleagues in 
creative speech and music on how a collegial working 
can bring text or music to artistic expression. Original 
resources of poems and music have also been offered 
along with eurythmy forms from previous colleagues. The 
current editorial team of Kit and Elisabeth deserve our 
grateful thanks for enabling us to share and be inspired 
by this collective creative knowledge.

At the latest Council meeting we mused on the contrast 
of the picture presented above and the challenges of 
life as a eurythmist at the current time. How can we as 
an Association continue to promulgate and facilitate the 
creative impulse of eurythmy in these Islands?

If we look at ourselves, the Association has just under 
110 members resident in Britain and Ireland (this includes 
around 5 creative speech and music colleagues) and 
we are aware of a further 20 eurythmists outside the 
Association. Let us say 125 eurythmists in total. If we talk 
in broad figures, of these 125 eurythmists, only 5 are 
younger than 50 and a further 25 are in their 50s. So 
less than one quarter of eurythmists in the British Isles are 
under the age of 60!

Let us look through another lens. Of those 125, we believe 
around 25 colleagues (20%) could be considered to 
have eurythmy as their principle professional work: 
10 in Waldorf Education, 5 as eurythmy trainers, 5 as 
therapists, and a further 5 working in social therapy/
special education. For a further 50 colleagues (40%), 
eurythmy forms part of their professional work in one 
or more of the above. This may be either by choice or 
of necessity combining their eurythmical work with other 
work activities. The remaining 50 colleagues (40%) have 
only a limited involvement with eurythmy, through being 
retired, not active in work life, or perhaps participating 
only in voluntary local artistic or teaching work. 

All the above says nothing about levels of remuneration, 
and whether colleagues in any category carry out their 
eurythmical work in one or several institutions. We suspect 

that there are less than 10 full-time paid eurythmy 
positions of any type (artist/educator/therapist) between 
institutions at the time of writing; with part-time (mostly 
self-employed) positions available at a further 20–25.

We then have something of a chicken and egg situation. 
Eurythmy positions offered are rarely full time. As a result, 
unless the eurythmist can combine this with other adjacent 
eurythmy work or some other work activity, the position 
cannot support the individual. Unless the individual has 
other financial support, they cannot take a position. With 
time the vacancies cease to be offered.

How do we inspire young people to take up eurythmy in 
Britain and Ireland? Our two eurythmy colleges are small 
with combined full-time numbers of less than 20. Of these 
only a small number will choose to remain here, either 
through lack of career prospects or because they will 
return to their native countries. Future prospective students 
will be challenged by high fees relative to eurythmy 
colleges in Europe, and the need for student visas for all 
individuals not previously resident in the UK or Ireland.

If the current situation does not change, eurythmical 'work' 
in the British Isles will wind down within the next 1–2 
decades. A further decade or so later, it will all but cease.

Let us have a conversation about how we address these 
issues. What can change – what cannot? Does the 'plant' 
that is eurythmy in the British Isles need propagating in 
new areas – should we cultivate new seedlings even if 
these may have to be stored for the next 10, 100 or 1000 
years...??

Eurythmy is uniquely multi-faceted and has possibilities to 
contribute to so many areas of life. Let us actively consider 
how we can work towards its future. Share your thoughts 
with colleagues, through the pages of the Newsletter, or 
perhaps let us have a discussion at future conferences!

From the Council
(as collated by Michael Mehta)
council@eurythmyassociation.uk

Whither Eurythmy
in the British Isles?
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Eurythmy and
the Michael Chekhov Technique
This article is based on findings I came across when undertaking the MRes project at the University of Birmingham with the 
title Eurythmy: a Path for Developing Creative Imagination and Stage Presence through Movement. (Part One appeared 
in the Autumn 2020 Newsletter.)

Part Two: Eurythmy and a New Approach to Theatre

In the summer of 1928 Michael Chekhov and his wife left Russia so that the actor could avoid arrest. Initially they went to 
Berlin, where Chekhov embarked on studying speech formation and eurythmy. As he wrote to a fellow actor in September 
1928, ‘I am practicing in school Speech and Movement and I can see that these great areas are very difficult to learn in 
just one year, but I will try.’ He had soon to abandon the course because he was offered a role in a production in Vienna 
directed by Max Reinhardt. Yet, during his wandering years through several European countries and later in America, 
Chekhov never missed an opportunity for using eurythmy exercises with actors and his drama students. 

At the same time, throughout his career as actor and drama teacher, Chekhov was intensely preoccupied with the ‘idea of 
a new theatre’ [all italics in quotes are in the original] and with finding tools to help actors. In his second autobiography Life 
and Encounters, Chekhov speaks about the concept of a gesture ‘filled with content’, which began to take shape when he 
was lying in a garden to recover from a heart attack in Latvia in 1933. He had an insight that behind all the phenomena 
in nature there is a movement which was not visible to the eye. In his words, Chekhov ‘felt a new appreciation for Rudolf 
Steiner’s Eurythmy.’ After several years of research Chekhov came to the conclusion that everything in theatre can be 
conveyed through an expressive gesture:

I then turned my thoughts to using ‘gesture’, which has such a powerful effect on the psyche in the art of theatre, and 
I realized that every play, every stage character, costume, set, mise-en-scène, speech (expressed through the gestures 
of Eurythmy) – in a word, everything that the audience sees and hears on the stage can be expressed as a living 
evocative ‘gesture’ with its attendant ‘qualities’.

A well-defined acting technique was gradually taking shape, and eurythmy 
played a pivotal role in this process. Destiny helped Chekhov to realise his 
dream of having his own school of actor-training, first at Dartington Hall, Devon 
in England, then at Ridgefield, Connecticut in America. Between 1936 and 1942 
eurythmy was part of the curriculum of the Chekhov Studios: six days a week, 
first-year students would start the morning session with 40 minutes of eurythmy 
exercises led by Alice Crowther. Originally from Australia, she had trained in 
Dornach, in both Speech Formation (with Marie Steiner and Erna Grund) and 
Eurythmy (with Friedel Thomas).

Alice Crowther (left) and Xenia Chekhov at Dartington Hall in 1937.

It was at the beginning of 1939 that the studio moved to America because of the imminence of 
WW2. There, a touring company was also established, and another studio opened in Manhattan, 
New York. In 1942 however, after America had joined the war, both Chekhov Studios had to close 
down because of financial difficulties and men being drafted. Chekhov moved to Hollywood, 
where he featured in several movies, and had one-to-one lessons with many young actors such 
as Anthony Quinn and Marilyn Monroe. He did not mention eurythmy in these sessions except for 
Mala Powers, his only student who became an anthroposophist. Powers had an opportunity to do 
eurythmy for the first time with Ruth Pusch at the art conference organised by the Anthroposophical 
Society in Santa Barbara in 1952, which Chekhov could not attend because of he was recovering 
from a second heart attack.

Mala Powers
(1931-2007)
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In an interview in 2001 Powers stated that during that class, she had experienced 
‘a sense of form in space’ that would become the basis for her own acting 
technique. It was only after that conference that Chekhov included eurythmy 
gestures in his work with her, as we find out in Henry Barnes’ book Into the 
Heart’s Land. In 1994 in an interview with Franc Chamberlain at the Michael 
Chekhov Conference organised at Emerson College in Forest Row, Mala Powers 
stated that, when directing Édouard Schuré’s The Sacred Drama of Eleusis that 
had been performed on the stage of the Anthroposophical Society in Pasadena, 
California, in order to illustrate the Lesser Mysteries she included a six-minute 
episode in eurythmy, using professional eurythmists and actors.

***

The presence of eurythmy in the Chekhov technique has two aspects:

•  as a discipline in its own right, and

•  as a source of inspiration for the psychophysical exercises and the Psychological Gesture.

A new discipline for actor-training
As we have seen above, eurythmy was included in the curriculum of the Chekhov Studios. Michael Chekhov appears to 
view the benefits of practicing eurythmy exercises for actors on two different, though closely related, levels. The first level 
refers to acting as such, to creating a deeper connection between actors and the sounds of their speech on the stage. The 
1942 version of Chekhov’s manual, which was heavily edited and published by Mel Gordon in 1991 as On the Technique 
of Acting, contains a small chapter dedicated to eurythmy. For Chekhov, knowing the eurythmy gestures for various sounds 
would help actors with conveying a large spectrum of psychological nuances, as well as with increasing their artistic 
refinement, sensitivity and expressiveness:

A Eurythmy class at Dartington Hall in 1937.
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First, harmony and natural beauty will permeate the speech and whole being of the actor and will lift him into the 
realm of art, where ugliness as a means of expression (not as a theme) ceases to exist. Second, the sound will become 
a fine transmitter of the actor’s creative intentions. Third, sensitive feelings will be awakened in the actor’s soul and 
will become accessible to him at his will. Fourth, the actor will learn to use speech as a means of characterization.

The second level is related to a deeper aspect of any creative process. In his approach, clearly drawing on anthroposophy, 
Chekhov saw eurythmy as a tool for connecting to an aspect of one’s higher self which he called ‘Creative Individuality’, 
the only way for an artist to be original and find new means of artistic expression:

To search for himself, to find himself, is the reason why the actor must leave the beaten track. What does it mean 
for the actor to find himself? It means one thing: to find contact with his own Creative Individuality. The Psychological 
Gesture and Eurythmy are the paths for the actor to fulfil this great tasks.

Eurythmy, the main source of  inspiration for the Chekhov technique exercises

Chekhov’s ‘psychophysical exercises’, as well as the Psychological Gesture (PG), his unmistakable signature, were either 
directly based on a sound or a Soul-gesture, or inspired by a eurythmy exercise. To exemplify, we are going to have a 
look at Chekhov’s first psychophysical exercise from the opening chapter ‘The Actor’s Body and Psychology’ in To the Actor:

Open yourself completely, spreading wide your arms and hands, your legs far apart. Remain in this expanded 
position for a few seconds. Imagine that you are becoming larger and larger… Now close yourself by crossing your 
arms upon your chest, putting your hands on your shoulders… Imagine that you are becoming smaller and smaller…

Does it sound familiar?

The next examples will be of three Psychological Gestures, as they appear in archives or published books. The drawings 
belong to the Russian designer Nikolai Remisoff. Eurythmists will immediately be able to identify their source and see 
their development. Drawing 1 shows the very first PG that Chekhov found for Horatio’s line ‘Stay, illusion!’ in Hamlet (Act 
1, Sc.1):

The 1942 version didn’t find a publisher. The 1946 version was printed by Chekhov in Russian. The only seven PGs that 
are widely known are those in the famous 1953 version of To the Actor that has been translated in many languages, and 
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where all references to eurythmy have been reduced to a footnote. Let’s have a look at two other examples of PGs:

Inspired as he was by eurythmy, Chekhov devised his psychophysical exercises with the declared purpose of transforming 
the body into ‘a piece of art within itself’ that will become extremely sensitive to ‘the psychological creative impulse’, as 
he stated in To the Actor. Ultimately, what he hoped to achieve was ‘complete obedience of both body and psychology to 
the actor’ or, as we have seen above, to his Creative Individuality.

In Part Three (and last of this series), we will take a look at what happened to Chekhov’s legacy after his death in 1955, 
focusing on the extent to which eurythmy has had a place in drama schools and workshops teaching his acting technique.

I would like to thank the Christopher Francis Trust in Sheffield for kindly financing my first year of study, as well as 
the Eurythmy Association and Hermes Trust for their support during my second year. I would also like to thank Franc 
Chamberlain for sharing with me his interview with Mala Powers. The archive Chekhov quotes, the 1942 drawings and the 
1937 photos in Parts One and Two of this article have been included by courtesy of The Dartington Hall Trust Archive. For 
specific references, please contact me at mioara.tarzioru@gmail.com

Mioara Tarzioru

Originally from Romania, Mioara trained as a Waldorf teacher at Emerson College, Forest Row, and as a eurythmist at 
Peredur Art Centre in East Grinstead. She has taught eurythmy in three Waldorf schools in the UK. In 2018 she obtained 
an MRes diploma from the University of Birmingham and began a Research through Practice PhD (PT) at the University of 
Huddersfield. She currently lives and works in Exeter.
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Planetary Seals Course, Goetheanum, May 2019. Photo: Maurice Manning
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The climax of Rudolf Steiner’s lecture-course for eurythmists 
and musicians, that is, the final suggestion to the small 
audience he was taking on a rich initiation in eight stages, 
concerns phrasing, ‘coming to terms with the larger matters’. 
The advice is to ‘discuss’ with the musician: ‘this simply 
belongs to the matter’. ‘Inner life’ is mentioned, and the 
frequent necessity to correct matters. We may recall St Paul 
on dialogue, ‘our conversation is in heaven’ (Phil 3:20).

Let us engage in a quiz (always fun): When were the 
following words spoken, in the Speech Eurythmy lecture-
course or the Music Eurythmy lecture-course?

1) a right understanding of art

2) the whole human being becomes a sense-organ

3) attention must be paid to speech formation … a ‘hidden 
eurythmy’

4) speech is something which comes into contact with the 
outer world

5) we must of course be able to love what is visible

6) the knowledge that the German language has a marked 
tendency towards a distorted phonetic imagination may 
be quite valuable

7) in everything artistic, nothing is as important as 
motivation

8) in speech-eurythmy the head should play practically no 
part, though naturally it should humanly accompany the 
movement carried out by the speech-eurythmist

 The answers will be given below.

Let’s now approach the practical interpretation. Music, 
Rudolf Steiner points out, is a matter of notes and rests. 
Well, says the music-lover to a famous pianist, ‘Do you 
play according to the notes or according to feeling?’ 
Steiner expresses something similar: do we approach the 
notes as a virtuoso or as an artist? The retort of the famous 
pianist was to ask in reply, ‘Madam, is it not possible to 
play the right notes with feeling?’ Steiner follows suit. 
The professional take would first be to point out that, for 
pianists, the musical trainings offer one programme for 
soloists, another for accompanists. There are separate 
qualifications. My piano teacher, Dr Ferdinand Rauter, 
who was instrumental in founding the Anglo-Austrian Music 
Society, was the first to point out that you have to be 
‘twice the musician’ to be a real accompanist (because 
involving partner/s). That, I take it, is what Steiner means 

by referring to ‘correcting matters’ (mentioned at the 
beginning). To accompany is to share.

Music speaks to me, otherwise I would not be a musician. 
Finding eurythmy in fact saved my professional endeavours 
and led to a career lasting over 40 years, still unfinished. 
During this time of continuous playing for schoolchildren, 
eurythmy trainings and eurythmy stage-groups on four 
continents, I have learnt from pupils, students, teachers 
and performers. I acknowledge my luck in playing for 
very many gifted persons, a few of outstanding geniality.

What happens? Everyone is different! There comes a 
point, quicker with the professionally minded, when we 
‘click’ with the demands of the music. For many, confidence 
needs building up, self-confidence obviously, and a mutual 
confidence in the creative process. With a very few, I have 
to be honest, we never move beyond formalities. But 
eurythmy without any doubt does offer the method.

The question of the ‘meaning of the notes’ is not quite 
straightforward. Music in which ‘themes’ are supposed to 
‘mean’ this or that are frowned on by Steiner. The musical 
sounds and intervals tell their own story, and musicians 
agree. Now there’s the rub! Illustrative ‘music’ to accompany 
the drama certainly exists. I try to avoid it, but have to 
comply for fairy tales. What do I do? I try to raise this 
branch of the art by using the modes, or by trying very 
simple melodic lines and rhythms to translate the feelings 
of the story into something with a bit of magic. I suffer 
from ‘ear-worms’ but people are mostly happy. Highlights? 
Improvising for fairy-tale lessons, and with written material, 
the donkey music, the eagle, the transformation moments…
the ‘how’ has to be learnt by doing.

Much music is given poetic, descriptive titles, often as a 
kind of concession to our expectancies. Bach, however, only 
wrote ‘Keyboard Practice’ as the title for four volumes of 
his greatest creations! Composers usually keep to technical 
titles: Sonata, Prelude, Mazurka, etc. Beethoven’s 6th 
Symphony, the ‘Pastoral’, does not illustrate the countryside 
but, as we read in the score, the ‘feelings upon entering the 
countryside’. The 6th Symphony is about expanding into 
the consciousness-soul, not enjoying bird-song, peasants’ 
merry-making and so on. Music, then, is not ‘for’ musicians 
alone, but anyone with ears to hear. But we have to be 
serious about this.

Music Eurythmy in Practice
This article is a follow-up to Jonathan Reid’s letter in the autumn issue. Ed.
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We may ‘like’ Chopin’s ‘Raindrop’ Prelude and the romantic 
story associated with it, but as a professional I want to 
know how Chopin does it. This, the longest Prelude, comes 
at the Golden Mean – No. 15 – of the 24 pieces that 
form a cycle constructed on three simple musical elements. 
Believe it or not, Chopin was the first major composer to 

explore the musical system 
itself (the circle of fifths) as 
a homage to BACH (in non-
German nomenclature = Bb-
A-C-B), the father of tonality 
(though Bach’s system in The 
Well-Tempered Clavier is a 
different one: the chromatic 
sequence of keys).

In the very first bar of 
Chopin’s Prelude No. 1, the 
bass begins with the two 
initial letters of his own name, 
CH = C-B natural – Chopin 
‘signing-in’? In the famous 
Prelude No. 4, bars 1-7 and 
13-16 of the tune only use 
the pitches B-A-C-H, if not 
in that order, and when the 
tune tails off we find B-A-C-H 
in sequence in the left-hand 
chords in bars 21-22. Thus, 
in Chopin’s cycle of Preludes, 

unambiguous citations of B-A-C-H occur three times in 
close succession in Prelude No. 4, like a triple TAO. Then, in 
Prelude No. 19 in Eb-major, B-A-C-H occurs one more time 
in a truly remarkable way in the bass (bars 29-32), where 
it is spun out over three bars with chromatic sequencing 
before the return of the main theme. Rudolf Steiner gave 
a eurythmy form for Nos. 15 (the ‘Raindrop’) and 19.

‘Oh, now you are becoming intellectual!’ you may say. 
On the contrary! Now I enter a practical sharing with the 
composer (the less said, the stronger is his secret inspiration 
effective by the law of inverse proportion), whose creation 
of the eighth major key (Db) of the circle of fifths for 
Prelude No. 15 and thus of this cycle, which celebrates 
the actual sequence of the Preludes through the circle 
of the fifths (they are arranged major – relative minor, 
major – relative minor, and so on), helps me practically to 
play the notes and to offer help to the eurythmist who has 
all the means to express the composer’s actual intentions. 

Eight is the number of resurrection. That is his story in the 
‘Raindrop’ Prelude, not rain against the windowpane.

Next, playing for classes has to begin by simply doing 
your best to get the music heard; you play, as it were, 
initially for music lovers. But the moment has to come 
when something comes back and you create together. The 
process is a joint discovery how to express beauty. The 
general public can be dismissive of this stage of music-
making. Certainly, it is not something ‘serious’ in the British 
tradition. ‘Pursue music as a relaxation,’ we are advised, 
‘a pleasant hobby, like amateur dramatics, dancing, bell-
ringing…entertainment, sport!’ Well, at least something 
meaningful is going on…but profession? ‘Beauty is truth, 
truth beauty’, claimed Keats in his famous Ode. To my 
dying day, I cannot deny the knowledge that music brings. 
It takes me to heaven and back, every day, or in music 
terms, to the octave and back again, which is also the 
essence of music-eurythmy lectures 1–8.

Now we enter the real practical work. Am I prepared to 
risk sharing my wound, change myself, give something to 
others, perhaps less fortunate, who have not yet found the 
secret? The poet, artist and musician William Blake once 
wrote in a visitor’s book, ‘Wm Blake, born 1770 and died 
many times since.’ I am still alive and kicking, but this might 
suffice for one session.

Oh, the quiz! How did you manage? All eight quotations 
are from the lectures, 1–8, of Rudolf Steiner’s Eurythmy as 
Visible Singing, 1924.

Alan Stott

Alan first played for eurythmy 
in 1968, spent seven active 
musical years abroad, and 
has played at Eurythmy West 
Midlands since 1991. He 
translated Steiner’s four basic 
texts for eurythmists, translated 
and contributed to the biannual 
Dornach Newsletter of the 
Performing Arts Section for many years, and was the first 
editor of this Newsletter. He has likewise written on Chopin’s 
Preludes, op. 28, in ‘Celebrating the Musical System–an 
esoteric study: Bach and Chopin’ in Festschrift: Essays in 
Honour of Hermann Beckh, Anastasi 2016, pp.165-181. 
Those interested in this publication, or who have any further 
questions specifically relating to this article, are welcome to 
email Alan at <alanstotty@gmail.com>.
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Planetary Seals Course, Goetheanum, May 2019. Photo: Maurice Manning
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The lockdown put an end to the rich Holy Nights programme at the Christian Community, Stroud. But we were just able to 
offer our small eurythmy contribution, on the very last day of freedom, giving a feeling for the potency of artistic work 
in these most challenging times.

The Prayer of St Bride, with music by Susanne Steffen, accompanied Greg Tricker’s wonderful exhibition (see photos). The 
semi-dramatised story of the saint had been performed the day before, interspersed with Hebridean songs. Susanne’s 
beautiful music was inspired by visits to Iona, and she shared her imaginations with us as we created the eurythmy. 
Hebridean lyre music surrounded the event.

The mood that arose between performers and audience within the sculptured space of the new church was warm, bright 
and tangible.

Jane Abel and Elisabeth Bamford

Greg Tricker says:

In the paintings Bride has a 
disappearing quality; she is very free, 
always in movement; she bridges across 
the elements. For the Celtic world, it is 
Bride who calls on the Sun Christ, King 
of the Elements, and meets and helps 
the Child born on earth.

Bride helps behind the scenes, with 
the harvest, healing, childbirth and 
nurturing.

I love the resonance that arises between 
the eurythmy, speech, music, and colour 
with the paintings, how the movements 
make the elements visible, how Bride 
appears as a presence in movement 
and in repose, reaching up to the King 
of the Elements.

When we can bring different arts 
together like this, we find a new art, 
a new ringing, a new resonance, life 
comes into the spaces between.

A Creative Collaboration:
Celtic Christianity

Greg Tricker’s artwork from the exhibition of St Bride
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The Prayer of St Bride of Iona

Greg Tricker’s artwork from the exhibition of St Bride

Christ, King of the Elements, hear me!
 Earth, bear me.
  Water, quicken me.
  Air, lift me.
  Fire, cleanse me.

Christ, King of the Elements, hear me!
  I will bear the burden of earth with thee.
  I will lift my heart to the air to thee.
  I will cleanse my desire for love of thee.
 I will offer my life renewed to thee.

Christ, King of the Elements, hear me!
  Water, fire, air and earth,
 Weave within my heart this day
  A cradle for thy birth.

– rendered by Ann Ellerton
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In my practice1, clients2 new to eurythmy are often surprised 
that a gesture seemingly so simple can be so powerful. 
What is the quality that makes a gesture eurythmic? When 
we eurythmists prepare to do eurythmy, how does our 
inner attitude change, how do we hold ourselves and what 
do we focus on?

In a workshop3 last year I met with 13 UK eurythmists who 
work as teachers, therapists 
and artists, and have a wide 
range of experience. I asked 
them to write down what 
they think makes a gesture 
eurythmic. We all agreed that 
the eurythmic gesture can never 
be mindless or mechanical 
and that it needed to contain 
intention, meaning and soul.

I believe that no matter what 
type of eurythmy we do – be 
it for an audience, a class of 
schoolchildren or a patient – 
when our gesture contains our 
soul, an environment is created 
which contains true interest for 
the other. In this environment, 
a reorientation can happen 
in which everyone involved 
can reconnect with themselves 
and with each other. This is 
possible because the eurythmic 
intention comes from the same 
environment that the human 
spirit comes from. I believe this ‘ensouled’ gesture is at 
the heart of the essence of the eurythmic gesture. It is a 
‘eurythmic attitude’ that connects with the spiritual origin 
of the human being.

I am interested in exploring whether it is possible to share 
the eurythmic attitude with non-eurythmists. If it is, I believe 
this would benefit those who want to connect with others 
in a meaningful way, such as nurses, teachers, teaching 
assistants or carers. In these professions lives genuine 
interest for the human being, but it can be inhibited by 
circumstances such as stress, pain, exhaustion, frustration 

or resentment – all of which contract the soul.

I first thought about whether the eurythmic attitude could 
be shared when I was a professional carer4 and used it 
with good effect to help me connect with the people in my 
care. Subsequently, I worked with carers and taught them 
how to express a eurythmic attitude in their care5. I trained 
in therapeutic eurythmy, but I believe every eurythmist has 

the eurythmic attitude and can 
potentially share it with non-
eurythmists.

To test this hypothesis, I asked 
a Bristol eurythmist with 
experience in teaching and 
artistic eurythmy to do eurythmy 
sessions in a care home for 
dementia where there was no 
knowledge of anthroposophy 
or eurythmy6. I wanted to know 
how the eurythmist would go 
about sharing eurythmy, and 
how the care home would take 
it up.

In an interview given at 
the end of the process, the 
eurythmist reflected that she 
had wanted to ‘bring to the 
carers the qualities that live in 
eurythmy and show them that 
you can give a whole world 
in your everyday gesture 
and attitude. You can give a 

cup of tea eurythmically, with feeling, and make it an 
experience.’ She said, ‘I think the carers have woken up 
to how much enjoyment movement brings to people’s life. I 
have noticed how much their relationship with the residents 
has changed and I think the residents also see a different 
side to their carers.’

The care home manager noticed a self-care aspect for the 
carers, and that eurythmy helped them cope better with busy 
shifts. She also observed that the carers began to create 
more activities where they were equal with the care home’s 
residents, and said, ‘now they bring out the instruments 

Exploring the Essence
of  the Eurythmic Gesture

Photo by Ave Calvar Martinez from Pexels
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rather than the nail varnish.’ She reflected that eurythmy ‘gives the 
carers the feeling that they are doing something with the residents 
that has meaning’, and valued how it minimised the isolation of the 
residents who are ‘locked in their dementia.’ She said it opened an 
avenue where ‘they feel independently united’ with their carers. 
Carers fed back that doing simple eurythmy exercises with the 
residents made ‘everyone feel upbeat and happy.’

If we eurythmists could teach the essence of the eurythmic gesture 
in the eurythmic attitude to improve connectedness between 
people in their daily work, we would bring knowledge of and 
experience with eurythmy into the wider world. And we could 
enable more people to benefit from the treasure that is eurythmy.

What do you think? Can the eurythmic attitude be taught, and 

how would you go about it? I would like to hear from as many 
eurythmists as possible (teachers, artists, therapists) and hear 
their view. Call or text me on my mobile 07876 266062, or 
email me at <rebecca.paten@yahoo.com>. I look forward to 
hearing from you!

Rebecca Paten

1 I graduated as a eurythmist in 2000, and have been working 
as a eurythmy therapist in private and medical practice in Bristol 
since 2010
2 I use the word clients here to describe non-eurythmists who 
purposefully seek out a eurythmist
3 1st March 2020 in Stroud, following the Eurythmy Therapy AGM
4 2004–2009 in a Bristol school for severely disabled youngsters
5 Since 2010 and ongoing
6 12 sessions between November 2019 and March 2020. If you 
would like to know the details of this process, please get in touch 
with me

"I think the carers 
have woken up to 
how much enjoyment 
movement brings to 
people’s life." 
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I first encountered Jean Lynch when I went to an evening 
class in eurythmy at Rudolf Steiner House in London on 
a Friday in September 1973. I was 26 years old and a 
teacher in a London primary school, and having survived 
a violent childhood, was very uncertain about negotiating 
life's challenges. Little did I know it on that first evening, but 
going to Jean’s eurythmy classes was a turning point for me.

In the topmost room of Steiner House there were assembled 
somewhere between 15 and 20 people of all ages. Some, 
like me, had never done or seen eurythmy before and 
didn't know what to expect. Others were people who had 
attended Jean's classes for some time, including some full-
time students from the School of Eurythmy which occupied 
Steiner House at that time. There were also people whom 
I later thought of as colleagues of Jean’s. I remember that 
Drue Pratt (a close friend of mine to this day who has 
helped me to reconstruct the eurythmy lessons I write about 
below) was nearly always there in the classes, along with 
Hazel Straker and Doreen Hinds.

I can't remember the exact content of that very first lesson, 
but by the end of it I was hooked and knew that, from then 
on, attending Jean’s classes would be my priority on a 
Friday. Later that term I also attended her classes held on 
a Wednesday in a Victorian primary school in Vauxhall, 
and occasionally other classes held at The Christian 
Community church in Hampstead.

Jean always presented whatever she was teaching using 
stories, poetry and music. Typically, she would begin a 
lesson with a verse and exercise to help us become really 
present and orientated in the space. I have only included 
some of the lines of the verses she used.

First there might be something to help us experience our 
own verticality and our left and right. Standing in a circle 
raising our arms from the earth to the heavens, and return: 
‘From darkness at midnight to dawning of day – sunrise, 
morning, and noon of the day, down towards sunset when 
twilight falls, to quiet of evening and night over all.’ An 
experience of rhythmic expansion and contraction might 

follow: ‘Far away stars – stars far away, stars in the 
darkness – light in the day...’ expanding and contracting 
with the gestures for ‘ah’ and ‘eh’. Maybe walking in 
towards the centre of the circle and out again.

We might then visit the Great Circles of Space, with this 
wonderful verse,

The flowing of the water
in the ever-living fountain.

The rising and the setting
of the sun upon his way.

The wide encircling of my own horizon.

The heavens above.

The earth beneath my feet.

The roots, the rise
to stems, leaves, flower
and the falling of the seed.

After that it might be 9-fold walking with Jean sitting at 
the piano playing a rising and falling motif that supported 
us as we became conscious of what our feet, arms and 
centre of gravity were doing as we walked forwards and 
backwards around the circle. Jean allowed sufficient time 
with all these exercises so that we could really experience 
something.

And I began to collect these verses, to write them down 
in notebooks. After each lesson I also wrote down what 
we had learnt, often using the images Jean had used to 
help us grasp the movements she was making: through 
the imagination she would unfold the significance of the 
gestures to us. So we learned ‘B’ from a verse that began, 
‘I was born of the shining of distant stars, I drew their 
beams with me from afar. I was born of the radiant sun, of 
the light of the world ere the earth begun.’ And similarly 
for the whole evolutionary sequence of the consonants, 
and the vowels.

Then there was the 5-pointed star imagined as lying on 
the floor in front of us. We learnt to ‘move the star’, going 
across from point to point, and also how to walk round the 

Remembering Eurythmists 
of  the Past
A Second Contribution about Jean Lynch
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outside from point to point. Each point was one of the five 
vowels, the ‘gestures of the soul’, and we used the ‘b’ to put 
a sheath around each vowel. I remember using this verse:

Be Thou a shining star above me –
Be Thou a shepherd to protect me,
Be Thou a beam of light to guide me,
Be Thou a rose of love within me,
Be Thou the truth shining through me.

And there was the waterfall exercise with copper rods, 
then progressing to throwing the rods to each other…and 
much, much more! – in two-hour sessions with a break in 
the middle.

Jean would sometimes make a connection for us with what 
was happening in the heavens. For example, as we moved 
in time from Virgo to Libra to Scorpio (it was the autumn 
term), or as Venus or Saturn were prominent in the sky, she 
would tell us of the cosmic and planetary significance of 
what we were doing.

She was much more than a eurythmy teacher. She had the 
capacity to waken in us a longing to penetrate into the 
mysteries of life, to understand the spiritual dimensions of 
existence, and to develop our awareness of ourselves and 
our relationship to others.

It was wonderful and inspiring. Before encountering Jean 
I only knew about anthroposophy as some very abstract 
schema, a creation myth amongst creation myths. But 
through Jean I felt a pulse of vitality and real engagement 
with the existential problems I encountered in life. Jean 
always tried to make time to talk to us, the odd assortment 
of people who wandered in off the streets of London. 
After the class I often went with a couple of other young 
men to the pub down the road (The Volunteer) for a drink. 
Occasionally Jean would come with us, have a sherry 
and join our conversation. Then she would get on her little 
Honda motorbike and ride off into the dark of the winter 
night. By the end of that autumn term, I felt Jean and 
eurythmy as healing presences in my life. 

For some years, whenever I could I continued to attend Jean's 
classes, and kept in touch with her when she moved away 
from London. I felt her to be a wise and gifted woman, with 
great insight into people and the cosmos. She was a great 
blessing in my life. Her way of teaching and her powerful, 
compassionate soul helped me gain the courage to grasp 
my own destiny and play my part in the world.

Tom Hart-Shea

About himself, Tom 
writes: I turned up 
at Jean's class on my 
motorbike with my 
crash helmet bearing 
the legend, ‘I am the 
child of the Earth 
and Starry heavens... 
heaven is my origin.’ 
So I was undoubtedly 
some kind of 
screwball, but she welcomed everyone and was 
interested in what lived in their souls. At that stage 
in my life I didn't expect to achieve anything, 
but by the time I retired I was Headteacher of a 
primary school in Bedfordshire. 

In my teaching career I must have taken assembly 
around 1800 times, and on every occasion I used 
one of Jean's verses. I also made Advent spirals in 
the way Jean showed us in that dingy old school 
hall in Vauxhall. They were fun, light-hearted 
and joyful. I made them every Advent in every 
school I worked in from 1975. And wherever I and 
my family were living, I always tried to find a 
eurythmy class that I could attend. And in my own 
way I have sometimes done eurythmy with people I 
was working with. 

Remembering Barbara Beedham

John has kindly sent us two forms, one for Oscar Wilde, and 
one for Isaiah (of which we include the first page). He says 
he is 80% sure that this is a Barbara form. Ed.

Barbara was easy to get along with; she had the English 
gift of conversation. Rarely hurried, she never missed a 
beat should talk turn to more serious matters.

John Rollinson

About John:

I studied at Peredur. After the years 
in the stage group, I moved to New 
England to teach in Waldorf schools, 
eventually dividing my time between 
teaching and therapy.
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I have first-hand experience of witnessing the many 
benefits of eurythmy therapy and eurythmy classes for 
students with SEND (Special Educational Needs and 
Disability). Not coming from a background of Steiner-
based education, the concept was initially quite alien to 
me. I quickly realised that for some young people with 
additional needs such as autism, eurythmy can be an 
effective tool and vehicle for achievement. The reasons 
for this are multifaceted and depend greatly on the 
individual. However, the following themes stand out as 
making a real difference.

Tranquil sensory environment – Great care is taken to create 
a peaceful, low sensory arousal environment conducive to 
students prone to distraction or becoming overstimulated. 
The use of calm movements, gentle music and pastel 
colours creates a great setting for learning, away from 
the abrasive sensory environments of the modern world.

Clear expectations – Many of the young people I 
have supported over the years have struggled with 
understanding the basic expectations of daily situations. 
Eurythmy lends itself to clear non-demand-based 
expectations. The movements are intuitive and modelled 
by the supporting staff and the eurythmist. This allows 
for students to be immersed in the sounds and movements 
without feeling like it is a request or demand. Very few 

activities have this quality, and it allows the expectations 
to be clear without needing the continual verbal prompting 
of the participants.

Visualisation of language – Words and poems are visually 
represented by expressive movements, reinforcing that 
words are tangible things with meaning. The use of signing 
to reinforce speech is a mainstream concept in SEND. Yet 
many SEND students have receptive language difficulties 
and processing disorders, so the visual interpretation 
of language is a supportive technique to help with 
comprehension.

Spatial and body awareness – a key aspect of eurythmy 
is the promotion of body awareness and movement. A 
large proportion of SEND students have proprioception 
difficulties and, through carefully choreographed 
movement activities such as mirroring, a greater sense 
of self-movement or body position can be established. 
This can have a far-reaching impact in terms of the 
development of gross motor ability.

Not all these benefits are inclusive to all students; however, 
these core themes of eurythmy can make a profound 
difference to individuals who are receptive to the medium. 

Geoff Lively
Deputy Head of Sheiling College, Ringwood

An Educational Perspective on the 
Benefits of  Eurythmy
This testimonial was written to support the application of one of the eurythmy trainings for recognition by a public body. I 
think it is instructive as to how the benefits of eurythmy can be perceived from a mainstream perspective. Ed.
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Dear Colleagues,

I write with some concern regarding my work as a 
eurythmy therapist.

Eurythmy Therapy is working in the realm of Etheric. 
Although the child is moving with his/her physical body, 
it is the task of the therapist to engage the etheric body 
(the life forces) of the child and bring the movement 
out of the physical mechanical movement into a healing 
life movement, and in this to allow the life force to heal 
the child. One of our main tasks today is to work as a 
counter-force to the hardening forces of technology and 
materialism.

I strongly feel that with children it is inappropriate to 
work online in Eurythmy Therapy, as they will need to use 
different forces to do it through technology, and we do 
eurythmy precisely to strengthen the forces needed to 
counter those hardening forces. They are not formed yet, 
and to do this will hamper/hinder their etheric forces and 
therefore the health of their growth. The movement taken 
from an online image will only bring about a physical 
movement. The relationship one-to-one with a eurythmy 
therapist is part of the healing.

It is different with adults. They are fully conscious and 
developed beings, so it is less intrusive on their well-being, 
and they can also self-protect. Children cannot; they are 
in our care, and trust that we choose what is best for them. 
(Even at the Goetheanum, adults who have to work daily 
with technology are expected to tend a Eurythmy Therapy 
session, led by a eurythmy therapist, once a week, to 
ensure their health.)

The child will not experience the soul quality of eurythmy 
online. Not only are they still growing, but they take into 
sleep what they have experienced, and imagine taking 
into sleep a gesture of eurythmy devoid of Spirit and Ego 
presence. It can only be damaging. 

Of course, they can be asked to explore a sound in 
movement, themselves doing it, but not from the screen.

When the child experiences live eurythmy, its etheric is 
entrained to that of the eurythmy teacher, as a stringed 
instrument when plucked will affect other strings in vicinity 
and cause them to vibrate. At day’s end the etheric 

forces are taken into sleep and develop the well-ordered 
thinking capacity in the child, while it's Astral is free to 
arrange and structure those forces. If the live element is 
missing, the ordered thinking element is not taken into the 
Astral, and the child's thoughts are not imbued with the 
life-giving etheric forces. This affects the child's capacity 
to develop healthy thought processes and is a hindrance 
to their proper education.

The child is still developing its thinking ability up to the 
age of 16 to 18 years, and without the living experience 
in the day taken into sleep, thinking is hindered in its 
development.

Warm regards,

Julia O’Leary

Julia is a Eurythmy Therapist in South Africa.

Dear Colleagues,

Despite the strange situation we find ourselves in, I have 
been able to carry on working since last spring, so far 
keeping up with all the work and hours I am contracted for 
in Camphill Glencraig. Life here is quite restricted at the 
moment like everywhere else. There’s not much possibility 
to work with colleagues in person although we do our best 
to keep in touch with one another. 

But challenging as all of this can be, I do attempt to see 
this trying time as an exercise in courage, and hope that 
seeds are being planted here; that this time will create 
new life and a more spiritual vision for our future and the 
future of the earth altogether. 

With best wishes to all, 

Maria Luisa

Letters
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Hilary writes:

Caught on the Inbreath is a testament to my love of words 
and sounds. I started writing poetry in a university exam 
in the seventies with the instruction, compose a lost poem 
by William Butler Yeats! Moving on to Emerson College I 
found a creative writing master called Paul Matthews: for 
two years I flexed my imagination and then began writing 
for eurythmy. So here I am with a Eurythmy Diploma and 
a Masters in Creative Writing in my bag. Eurythmists are 
alive to the joy of movement and sound, and I hope that 
this collection gives pleasure and inspiration. There is still 
one more surprise to be found in Caught on the Inbreath: 
the play between Gregorian Chant and poetry. Enjoy.

Front flap

Stobbs’ work has a pervasive musicality and rhythmic 
pulse, which is well suited to a collection designed to be 
accompanied by Gregorian Chant. However, the poems 
offer a great deal more: an exuberant use of colour and 

Caught on the Inbreath by Hilary Stobbs

scent, a real connection with the natural world, and a 
luminosity that pervades the spiritual and visionary aspects 
of the collection. There is mystery here, in the recurring 
presence of ‘the boy’, and the unfamiliar representations 
of well-known biblical themes. Stobbs’ lyrical voice and 
the sheer beauty of her imagery make this a book to 
treasure.

Joy Howard, Grey Hen Press

Back cover

Hilary writes very fine, original and accessible poems 
which achieve what I want from a poem – to see the world 
in a new way. 

Gerard Rochford, widely known Aberdeen-based poet

Winter Songs
The ruts are filled
with a cloudy artwork of ice
that creaks underfoot
like a ship’s timber.

Birds gather
in the silent birches
and a single crow caws,
beak to the wind.

Bird calls
are frosted in mid-air
and a flurry of songs
fall as shards.

Winter is keen
until the fresh
rush of Spring.

 

If you are interested in buying a copy of Caught on the 
Inbreath, which retails at £10.00, please email Hilary at 
hilaryks@hotmail.co.uk or phone: 01224 869596
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Vacancies for educational eurythmists in the British Isles are usually posted on the website of the 
Steiner Waldorf Schools Fellowship. Please check here for information: 
www.steinerwaldorf.org/steiner-teachers/teaching-vacancies/

VACANCIES

PART-TIME EURYTHMY TEACHER
Langley Hill Independent School – KINGS 
LANGLEY

Part-time Eurythmy Teacher position in a new flagship 
independent school.

There is no formal closing date, and the advert will 
close when there is a suitable candidate.

More info:hr@langleyhill.org.uk

INTERNATIONAL VACANCIES
EURYTHMY TEACHER
Grades 1 – 8. See website for Document with more 
details.
Waldorf Academy
Toronto
Canada
info@waldorfacademy.org
https://waldorfacademy.org/who-we-are/career-
opportunities/
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COURSES AND EVENTS
Here you will find a list of courses and events that are happening in the UK, Ireland or 
beyond that are either for eurythmists or of public interest. There may be other events 
happening in your area that we are not aware of, so please enquire of eurythmists locally if 
you wish to know if there is anything happening in your area. Please notify Saraphir Qaa- 
Rishi of events that should be added to the Diary.

Please check that events are happening as planned. Ed.

Regular Classes

Fridays 10 – 11 am term time: 
Eurythmy and Music – PUBLIC 
CLASS
Starting 27th September. 
Beginners welcome
Venue: Peredur Centre for the 
Arts, East Grinstead.
Organiser: Peredur Eurythmy; 
info@peredureurythmy.com

Thursdays 5 – 6 pm: Public 
Eurythmy Class with Music or 
Poetry – PUBLIC CLASS
Most weeks in term time. No 
charge at the moment, notice 
will be given if this changes.
Venue: Joan of Arc Hall, Botton 
Village, Danby, Whitby, YO21 
2NJ
Organiser: Jonathan Reid; 
jgreid1957@gmail.com

Mondays 9.30 – 10.30 am in 
term time – PUBLIC CLASS
Led by Erica Mulheisen
Venue: Edinburgh Steiner 
School, 60 Spylaw Road, 
Edinburgh
Organiser: info@
edinburghsteinerschool.org.uk

Fridays 9 – 10 am: Eurythmy 
Transformational Movement  – 
PUBLIC CLASS
Autumn and Spring term time. 
Venue: Hereford Steiner 
Academy, Hereford.
Organiser: Karla Prates; 
kmprates@hotmail.co.uk

Thursdays 6 – 7 pm in term 
time, starting 30th January: 
Eurythmy Class – PUBLIC 
CLASS
Venue: The Christian 
Community, 73 Cainscross 
Road, Stroud, GL54HB.
Organiser: Elisabeth Bamford; 
elisscarlett@gmail.com

April 2021

Sound + Language – Magic 
of Movement – Dimensions of 
Transformation – CONFERENCE
International conference for 
eurythmists, formative speech 
artists, therapeutic eurythmists 
and interested parties.
Venue: The Goetheanum, 
Dornach, Switzerland
Organiser: Section for the 
Performing Arts, Postfach, 
Goetheanum, CH-4143 
Dornach.
srmk@goetheanum.ch

July 2021

16th – 25th July: Tone 
Eurythmy Therapy Intensive 
Course – PROFESSIONAL 
COURSE
led by Jan Ranck with 
contributions from Dr. James 
Dyson
This professional course is 
for eurythmy therapists and 
medical doctors but it can 
benefit artists, teachers, music, 
art and physical therapists 
as well as students or lay 
enthusiasts.
Venue: East Grinstead, England
Information and registration: 
tone.eurythmy.therapy@gmail.
com
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